FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THE WILLIAM BREMAN JEWISH HERITAGE MUSEUM is outraged at synagogue shooting

ATLANTA -- The William Breman Jewish Heritage Museum is outraged by the senseless violence behind the shooting at Congregation Chabad in San Diego County, California, on the final day of Passover. Being the second armed attack on a synagogue in the United States in six months, the Breman is alarmed by the rise of antisemitism in this country.

"First and foremost, we are thinking about the victims, their families, and the Jewish community of San Diego County," said Breman Museum Director Leslie Gordon, "But moving forward this must serve yet another wake-up call on the rise of antisemitism in the United States. The Holocaust is a reminder of the dangers of unchecked hate and how it can infect a society. All Americans must resist the urge to be merely a bystander and instead take a stand against antisemitism and hate."

The William Breman Jewish Heritage Museum educates the public on topics such as the Holocaust and connects people to Jewish history, culture, and arts.
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